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FROM YOUR PASTOR
“Maintain constant love for one another, for love covers a multitude of sins. Be
hospitable to one another without complaining. Like good stewards of the manifold
grace of God, serve one another with whatever gift each of you has received. (1 Peter
4: 8-10, NRSV)
*****************
Generosity is contagious. It often comes from a sense of gratitude. At this time of
the year we gather with family and friends around tables heavy-laden with delicious
food. We pray to God that we will be more generous, more loving, and more thankful.
As Christians, we believe that all that we have, all that we are, comes from God
who is gracious and just. We believe that God loves each and every one of us beyond all
measure, indeed that the “love of Christ surpasses all the capacity of human intellect.”
(Eph. 3: 19).
This is why each and every Sunday you hear in worship a prayer that begins with
these words, “Gracious God we give you thanks…” This prayer is part of the worshipful
act of offering back to God the first fruits with which God has so bountifully blessed us.
We pray this just as scripture continuously calls us to recall that all of our gifts come
from God.
In 1 Peter 4 we read that, “love each other like your lives depended on it… Be
quick to give a meal to the hungry, a bed to the homeless—cheerfully. Be generous
with the different things God gave you, passing them around so all get in on it…”
(MSG)
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I am so thankful to God for all of you, and Genny and I love you all so very much.
We, and our two sons, never stop giving thanks for the past thirteen years that we have
had the honor of serving here at FPCA. To us, you are our Christian family, the ones we
go to with our celebrations and our sorrows. In response, you pray for us and lift us up
so that we may have the resurrection hope of Jesus Christ, just as all of you have the
resurrection hope of Jesus Christ.
Truly, when we work together and depend on the power and Word of Jesus
Christ, there is nothing that is impossible for our church to accomplish.
Our FPCA Christian Childcare Center Mission is growing with infants and young
children. Their parents are attending worship services and other ministries of our church
(like Trunk or Treat and the Potter’s House Ministry).
In 2019, it is my fervent hope that FPCA will be able to sponsor an FPCA Summer
Mission Trip, our first since 2013. There is a growing number of people who are
interested in serving in the Mission Field. It is my sincere hope and prayer that we can
start out serving locally, and then eventually branch out further in future years.
This is not to say that FPCA does not have challenges to face. But, by working
together…drawing on one another’s strengths and God-given skills…we can “do all
things through Christ who strengthens us.”
Again, thank you all so very much for your continued prayerful, personal, and
financial support for FPCA as we move forward in our efforts to build up God’s Kingdom
here on earth.
And, once again, thank you for the love that you have shown to my family
and me over the past thirteen years. It continues to be a true joy to serve the Lord with
you.
As you know, I don’t believe in luck. Providence, yes. Luck, no. So, I won’t say
that I consider myself to be among the “luckiest” pastors in the world. However, I will
say that I am among the most “providentially blessed” pastors on the planet
earth! And, I am truly thankful to God and to all of you!
Your Friend and Pastor,
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THE PHYSICAL LAWS, PT. 4:
THE SOCIAL LAWS
THE LAW OF PRESENT-MOMENT LIVING
Introduction – I have been writing a series of articles based on Greg Anderson’s
book entitled THE 22 (NON-NEGOTIABLE) LAWS OF WELLNESS: Feel, Think and Live Better
Than You Ever Thought Possible. Greg Anderson is a cancer survivor. In 1984 his doctors
told him he had 30 days to live. His cancer had spread, and his doctors had surgically
removed one of his lungs. He was in such bad physical condition his doctors had given
up on him and told him to prepare himself for his death. Yet, as Anderson writes, he
knew others had survived cancer, so he set out on a journey to find out what these
cancer survivors had in common.
While on this journey of discovery about the common characteristics of cancer
survivors, he began to write. His books include THE CANCER CONQUEROR, THE TRIUMPHANT
PATIENT, 50 ESSENTIAL THINGS TO DO WHEN THE DOCTOR SAYS IT’S CANCER, and HEALING WISDOM.
Notice that these books were written over an extended period of time, and that he did
not die as his doctors had predicted. His books are based on his findings and his own
personal lifestyle that evolved as a result of his findings. This book, THE 22 (NONNEGOTIABLE) LAWS OF WELLNESS, is a summation of the principles on not only how he lives
his life, but they also serve as a guide for wellness for us all. Please note that he is not
just writing about surviving cancer, but he is talking about the idea of “wellness” as it
applies to all of life. The subtitle of this book is Feel, Think and Live Better Than You
Ever Thought Possible.
In the Introduction to The 22 Laws, he says that the term wellness is one of the
most powerful words in the English language and one of the most important ideas of
our time, but it is also one of the least understood words. He says that wellness is more
than a “medical fix” but is a way of living – a lifestyle sensitive and responsive to all the
dimensions of body, mind, and spirit, an approach to life we each design to achieve our
highest potential for well-being now and forever. This reminds me of the words of Jesus
who says, “...The thief does not come, except to steal and kill and destroy. I came that
they may have life, and that they may have it more abundantly.” John 10:10 (Modern
English Version)
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I mentioned earlier that Anderson structures his book around eight different
groups of laws: Part One, THE UNIVERSAL LAWS. Part Two, THE PHYSICAL LAWS. Part Three,
THE EMOTIONAL LAWS. Part Four, THE SOCIAL LAWS. Part Five, THE INTELLECTUAL LAWS. Part Six,
THE VOCATIONAL LAWS. Part Seven, THE SPIRITUAL LAWS. Part Eight, The Greatest Law. This
article will be on the third of the three SOCIAL LAWS, the LAW OF PRESENT-MOMENT LIVING.
At the rate of writing one article each month to cover the entire book, I have been
writing now for over a year. When I was away I did not write at all. Because it has been
so long since I started and because so much material has been covered, it seems
appropriate to briefly review what has been covered so far. I will just make a brief
comment about each chapter before I write on the current chapter.
INTRODUCTION – Anderson introduces the concept of wellness and describes it as a way of
living that calls for continuing improvement and self-renewal in all areas of life – body,
mind and spirit. He says it is one of the most important ideas of our time, but also says it
is one of the least understood. He says this book describes the fundamental rules of the
wellness pursuit, and says that these are the rules he has learned over the years that
helped him recover and live after being given a death sentence due to metastasized lung
cancer.
PART ONE: THE UNIVERSAL LAWS
1. THE LAW OF ESPRIT – “The single overriding objective in wellness is creating constant
personal renewal where we recognize and act on the truth that each day is a miraculous
gift and our job is to untie the ribbons… living life with joy.” I would call it living a life of
gratitude to God for all the blessings we enjoy.
2. THE LAW OF PERSONAL ACCOUNTABILITY – “The Law of Personal Accountability states that it
is we – yes, you and I – who are responsible, first and foremost, for our own wellness.”
“Behaviors contribute to illness or wellness.” “Responses, both emotional and spiritual,
can lead to physical changes.”
3. THE LAW OF UNITY – “Body, mind and spirit work together. Doctors say wellness is found
through medical treatment. Psychologists tell us the Holy Grail is personal introspection.
Our priests and rabbis seem to think answers lie in Scripture and in ceremony. The Law
of Unity demands of us a recognition that it all works together. A vibrant balance
between body, mind, and spirit makes the wellness world go round.”
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PART TWO: THE PHYSICAL LAWS
4. THE LAW OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY – Anderson searched for what cancer survivors had in
common and discovered that exercise was a key ingredient in their recovery. He also
discovered of the thousands of people he has worked with only two said that they
enjoyed it from the beginning. However, once they discovered a routine that worked for
them and kept at it, they began to look forward to it and enjoy it. It became a
pleasurable part of their self-care.
5. THE LAW OF NUTRITIONAL FRUGALITY – Anderson reminds us that our bodies can’t handle
the typical American daily diet of 3,000 calories and cites the example of the 15th
century Venetian nobleman who decided to give up his overindulgences of every kind
and pursue moderation in all things. He desired to live to at least one hundred. He lived
to be 103. Anderson said that the cornerstone of his success was a spare diet of fruits
and vegetables, about the equivalent of 1500 calories per day from the age of 37
onward. Anderson observed that ancient Greek and Romans believed in a frugal diet as
the secret of longevity.
6. THE LAW OF MINIMAL MEDICAL INVASIVENESS – Here Anderson reminds us that the most
important person on your wellness team is not your cardiologist, your nurse, your
dentist, etc., but it is you. He reminds us that American medicine is first and foremost a
business and sometimes you are overtested and overtreated. Often a change in lifestyle
is more important than having extensive medical procedures.
PART THREE: THE EMOTIONAL LAWS
7. THE LAW OF STRESS-HARDINESS – Anderson distinguishes between stress which we all
experience just being alive, and toxic stress which has gotten out of control and causes
all kinds of health problems. He says that while we can’t change all the circumstances in
life, we can control our response to them. He says that mindfully choosing a proactive
response is the essence of practicing the Law of Stress-Hardiness. Such a response is
based on change, change in your perception of the problem, and change in your
perception of yourself.
8. THE LAW OF EMOTIONAL CHOICE – The Law of Emotional Choice not only directs us to
acknowledge our feelings, but also to refuse to get stuck in the negative ones. We have
the power of choice. This law encourages us to experience the full range of our
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emotions. There are cognitive strategies that can be put to use to alter moods and
feelings. We don’t have to get stuck in the negative ones. We can change.
9. THE LAW OF DEVELOPMENTAL MOTIVATION –When we are motivated by goals that have
deep meaning, by dreams that need completion, by pure love that needs expressing,
then we truly live life. Wanting to love and serve is the antithesis to being motivated out
of a sense of missing or lacking something.
PART FOUR: THE SOCIAL LAWS
10. THE LAW OF HUMAN DIGNITY – “I believe that every person in this world is a creation of
God, and that he or she is worthy of my respect.” This is the fundamental concept
behind the Law of Human Dignity… The active daily awareness of the dignity of the
person, the constant awareness of the worth and value of every person regardless of
race, color, age, gender, or economic situation, this awareness of high value and
supreme worth is fundamental to individual and social wellness.
11. THE LAW OF WIN/WIN – This concept is fundamental to healthy social interaction. It
involves not trying to get one’s way all the time at the expense of another being, but
relating to others in such a way that the relationship is mutually beneficial.
12. THE LAW OF PRESENT-MOMENT LIVING – The focus will be on living in the now. Anderson
says that this is a dimension of wellness we are never going to know unless and until we
cultivate a consciousness of living in the now. He says that often we wallow over the
past and the mistakes we have made, or we are worrying about something in the future.
The result is that we are not really living in the now, we are not really practicing presentmoment living.
Think about activities that you really enjoy and how you really get caught up in
what you are doing to almost being unaware of the passage of time. It can be a hobby
like reading or pottery or woodworking or practicing a musical instrument. Or it can be
that you really enjoy your job, or your retirement activities. Then think about aspects of
life that you really dread or worry about. Observe the difference.
Anderson makes the observation that adults frequently accept the idea that time
cannot be spent solely in the moment. As stated above he says that, “…we emphasize
past lessons and project them into the future. It’s difficult to challenge our long-standing
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past-present-future tapes. We tend to believe the past will continue to repeat itself in
this moment and in future moments no matter what, without the possibility of change.”
And he says that often we spend the present worrying about the future using the “what
if” scenario. What if my health fails, what if I run out of money, what if the car breaks
down, etc.
He says, “Dragging the past into the present, or living a life based on undefined
future ‘maybes,’ is a certain ticket to despair. The Law of Present-Moment Living is the
only way out. The essence of the LAW OF PRESENT-MOMENT LIVING is this: if you’re taking
part in activities and entertaining thoughts that do not support life, that make you
wallow in misery and indulge in negative thinking, then, no matter what you may claim
to the contrary, you are polluting the moment. If you are immersed in life-enhancing
activities and enjoying them with positive enthusiasm, then you are living in the
moment. This is a dimension of wellness we are never going to know unless and until we
cultivate a consciousness of living in the now.”
I have repeated his admonition to “…cultivate a consciousness of living in the now”
because it’s important for us to be aware of how we are living our lives. He talks about
his 12-year-old daughter and how she is always busy going from one activity to another
with enthusiasm. He says that she never seems to obsess about the past or worry about
the future.
I’ll conclude with two of the teachings of Jesus. First He says, “No one who puts
a hand to the plow and looks back is fit for service in the kingdom of God.” Luke 9:62.
Then, “So do not worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will bring worries of its own.
Today’s trouble is enough for today.” Matthew 6:34. The past is finished and gone. The
future is yet to arrive. We are only able to live in the present.
My next article will be on the first of the three Intellectual Laws, THE LAW OF
MINDFULNESS.
Submitted by Bill Jokela, Parish Associate, FPCA
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MEET FELLOW CHRISTIANS
Abbot Priminius
By Marta Strada

Late medieval figure of Saint Pirmin at Murbach Abbey

To meet the fellow Christian we want to remember in November, let us go back to
the 8 century AD when Abbot Pirminius was active. He is also known as Saint Pirmin.
The traditional date of his death is November 3, 753. He was the first Abbot of
Reichenau (Germany). His pastoral instruction book, Scarapsus, contains the earliest
evidence for the present form of the Apostles' Creed
th

Pirmin was a monk strongly influenced by Celtic Christianity, which had certain
features that were common across the Celtic-speaking world during the Early Middle
Ages. The definition of Celtic Christianity varies. It is mainly seen as the church uniting
the Celtic peoples and distinguishing themselves from the "Roman" Catholic Church.
However, others simply define it as a set of distinctive practices which are unique to a
particular “denomination” of the Church.
Pirmin was also influenced by Saint Amand, a bishop of Tongeren-Maastricht, one
of the great Christian missionaries of Flanders. He is venerated as a saint, particularly
in France and Belgium.
Pirmin is mainly remembered for his missionary work which took place in
the Alsace and the upper area of the Rhine and Danube rivers. He preached, converted
the pagans, and founded or reformed many monasteries. He secured endowments from
the nobility and financed the foundation of Niederaltaich Abbey. He was sent to help
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rebuild an Abbey in Switzerland. In 724, he was the appointed abbot of Mittelzell Abbey
at Reichenau Island (an island in Lake Constance in southern Germany), which he had
founded. For political reasons he was banished to Alsace. In 753, he died in the abbey
at Hornbach, where his body is entombed.
Busy as he was, Pirmin did find time to write. The most important of Pirmin's
books is Dicta Abbatis Pirminii, de Singulis Libris Canonicis Scarapsus ("Words of Abbot
Pirminius, extracts from the Single Canonical Books.") Most likely written to be used by
missionaries , the book contains quotations from Church Fathers and scriptures. It was
also used for reading during monastic meals. Written between 710-724, it contains the
earliest appearance of the present text of the Apostles' Creed.
Let us look closer at the Scarapsus. We find several definitions. It is called "a
proclamation of the faith in the form of catechetical instruction", "a catecheticalhomiletic treatise", and "a practical pastoral catechism in the form of a long sermon for
use in domestic missionary work, for the already baptized people", even a "gathering
and dissemination of the Christian fundamentals of the early Middle Ages". It looks like
Pirmin wished to put simply and in understandable form the truths found in the
Scriptures and writings of Church Fathers. It seems that the Scarapsus was equally
applicable to monastic and secular clergy as well as to the laity.
It is amazing how much this work covers. It starts with baptismal instruction, the
baptismal rite itself, and instruction on sin, especially the eight deadly sins. The main
chapters of the introduction include a series of offenses to avoid: murder; adultery;
avarice; perjury; eating unclean things; drunkenness; abortion, infanticide, and idolatry.
The final part of this section includes an explanation of the Trinitarian dogma. It gives a
final appeal to conversion of life and morals, reminding us of the pains of hell and joys of
heaven. It ends with an appeal to good works towards neighbors for the love of God and
the sake of charity.
Scarapsus ends with a call to a conversion of life and morals to a more godly life:
"Therefore, brothers, let us hasten now to correct our life lest we do something bad
against the commandments of God, let us change course and correct ourselves, and
cease from sinning any further, and let us preserve ourselves in good will and right
reason with holy words and deeds, the Lord Jesus Christ helping and guiding us, who
lives and reigns with the Father and the Holy Spirit in unity through all ages. Peace to
you. Say again, ‘Amen’".
This book was written for Christians living in the 8th century AD – but it speaks to
us too. We can only be grateful that God gave us Abbot Primin.
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COMING NEXT MONTH:
THE POTTER’S HOUSE SHOW!
The Potter’s House Vase and Large Bowl is only a month away: December 1.
Where? The sanctuary. When? 11:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. How? Silent auction.
The Potter’s House will showcase the work of Dr. Chris Looker, our senior pastor.
He’s been throwing “bigger and better” bowls and vases all fall, inspired by the thought
of sharing these tangible results of God’s gifts of talent, skill, and imagination. He’s tried
new techniques, painted new Jungle Gem glazes (colorful!), and made some really cool
pottery.
Along with his students, Dr. Looker has thrown and glazed bowl after bowl and
vase after vase for the glory of God. A lot of joy and gratitude go into pottery, far
outreaching the frustrations with bowls which flop in the making or break in the baking.
Frustration endures for the night, but joy cometh in the morning!
We hope everyone who comes to the show will enjoy seeing these beautiful
bowls and vases and will be inspired to donate as led by the Holy Spirit of God. All
donations will go to the Emergency Relief Mission Fund, for natural disasters, and to the
Potter’s House, for clay, glazes, and tool replacement. We hope everyone will feel called
to give generously, even as the pottery makers themselves have given their time and
talent.
The show isn’t only about pottery; it’s about food, too! Members of the FPCA
Mission of the Holy Spirit Fellowship will be offering tamales and other delicious
homemade Guatemalan food. All proceeds from the sale of this food will go to assist
those in Guatemala who are still recovering from the effects of the recent volcanic
disaster. We’ll also offer complimentary coffee, lemonade, and cookies.
The silent auction is a new venture for us. We hope everyone will enjoy it. It’s
surely going to be fun to write down a donation amount for a chosen bowl or vase and
then check every few minutes to see if someone else would like that bowl enough to top
the previous donation. If it’s not fun for the show goers, the bowls and vases themselves
are going to be so sad (so we hear).
We would love to have many people volunteer to help. If you have ideas to make
the show a success, please share them with Elder Carol Gage. The first time to help for
the show itself will be setting up the display of bowls and vases on Friday evening,
November 30, from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. In addition, on Saturday, we hope additional
volunteers will step forward to greet visitors, wrap and box pottery (at show’s end), and
collect money from those who have the winning bids. Furthermore, we will need to
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have some volunteers to keep the coffeepot filled. We so love the willingness of people
in this church to help whenever needed. Please come and share in the fun and
camaraderie.
Please share the news of our show. Besides our own members and friends, we
hope people in the neighborhood will come to this special event. We’d like to introduce
our neighbors to our church and our wonderful Potter’s House Ministry! The arts are
“alive and well” here at FPCA, and we’d like to let everyone to know that!
So, please save this date: Saturday, December 1, 2018; 11:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Thank you!
Elder Carol Gage

A FLORIDA COURT SETS ATHEIST HOLY DAY
In Florida, an atheist created a case against Easter and Passover Holy days.
He hired an attorney to bring a discrimination case against Christians and Jews and
observances of their holy days. The argument was that it was unfair that atheists had
no such recognized days.
The case was brought before a judge. After listening to the passionate
presentation by the lawyer, the judge banged his gavel declaring, “Case dismissed!"
The lawyer immediately stood and objecting to the ruling saying, ‘Your
honor, how can you possibly dismiss this case? The Christians have Christmas, Easter
and others. The Jews have Passover, Yom Kippur and Hanukkah, yet my client and all
other atheists have no such holidays..."
The judge leaned forward in his chair saying, "But you do. Your client, counselor,
is woefully ignorant."
The lawyer said, "Your Honor, we are unaware of any special observance or
holiday for atheists." The judge said, "The calendar says April 1st is April Fool’s Day.
Psalm 14:1 states, 'The fool says in his heart, there is no God.' Thus, it is the opinion of
this court, that, if your client says there is no God, then he is a fool. Therefore, April 1st
is his day. Court is adjourned..."
Contributed by Pat Pascoe
Quoted from the Internet. Author unknown
You gotta love a Judge that knows his scripture!
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PREACHING SCHEDULES FOR NOVEMBER 2018
November 4, 2018 Service of Holy Communion

Ms. Stella Lee, Preaching

November 11, 2018

The Rev. Bill Jokela, Preaching

November 18, 2018
Scripture Lesson: Hebrews 10:11-18
SERMON: “LIKE THEY NEVER EXISTED”

Dr. Chris Looker, Preaching

November 25, 2018
Scripture Lesson: Psalm 145: 2-11
SERMON: “THE MOST COMMONLY FORGOTTEN WORDS THAT NEVER SHOULD BE
FORGOTTEN!”

Dr. Chris Looker, Preaching

THE FPCA MEN’S BREAKFAST
First Presbyterian Church of Annandale
Saturday, November 3 , 2018, at 8:30 AM in Room 105
Come One, Come All to this
GREAT FUN AND FELLOWSHIP EVENT!

 ATTENTION!
Deadline for the December issue of FIRST and ForMOST is November 21, 2018. Please
e-mail your announcements and reports to the Editor, Marta Strada,
LUXI7777@verizon.net, or put them in the FIRST and ForMOST drawer in the church
office. Thank you.
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SESSION HIGHLIGHTS
August 26, 2018
Dr. Chris Looker opened the meeting with prayer, especially for the family of John
McCain and for our Christian Childcare Center.
Dr. Looker will take the second month of his Sabbatical Leave from mid-October
to mid-November. The Rev. Bill Jokela, Stella Lee, and guest preacher Linda George will
preach in his absence.
Dr. Looker and Elder Carol Gage tentatively plan to use two of the church garden
plots for the CCC next year, using a holistic approach to teach the children.
Members of the Mission of the Holy Spirit Fellowship have worked diligently on
the church campus: mowing, edging, weeding, trimming, and spreading mulch on
perennial beds.
Dr. Looker closed the meeting with prayer for blessings received.

September 16, 2018
Dr. Looker opened the meeting with prayer, thanking God for our Christian
Childcare Center, for the Rev. Bill Jokela’s sermon, and for Marta Strada’s many years of
service as Clerk of Session.
Director of Family Ministries Stella Lee is planning a Trunk or Treat event for the
children on Sunday, October 28, 2018.
Dr. Looker and Elder Carol Gage plan to host a pottery show in the sanctuary on
Saturday, December 1, 2018, to raise money in support of Christian Mission work and
the Potter’s House Ministry.
Dr. Looker formally thanked Marta Strada for her years of service (2010-2018) as
Clerk of Session.
Dr. Looker closed the meeting with prayer, thanking God for the Session’s
opportunity to meet and serve, and asking God’s blessing on both Session and our
church as we go out into the world.
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LITURGIST’S PRAYER ON OCTOBER 28, 2018
Elder Nancy DeVera has very kindly offered to share her most recent liturgist’s prayer,
offered to God in the morning worship service on October 28, 2018. She rightly feels
that those who enjoy the First and ForMOST newsletter, particularly those no longer
able to attend Sunday morning worship, will enjoy this opportunity to experience the
liturgist’s prayer.

Dear and gracious God,
We need you in our life and the life of others who are coping with the loss
of lives when hatred paid a visit to The Tree of Life Synagogue in Pittsburgh
on Saturday, October 27, 2018. We believe in harmony and peace, not hatred.
It is very hard for us to imagine the actions of individuals who inflict such atrocities.
Let us not lose hope or our faith in your goodness and mercy. Why did this happen
to good people in their place of worship? How can we help them in the healing of
the body and heart? We know that love and faith are the answer.
As in Mark Chapter 10:46-52, Jesus asks Bartimaeus if he wishes healing,
that is, restoration of his sight. We understand that healing is both
physiological and spiritual. We must have belief in our Triune God and the
understanding that God is merciful and all-powerful. And a true and joyful
reconciliation to the will of God, and most of all praying for God’s will on earth as
it is in Heaven. Let us remember that we are all “children of God.”
In Jesus’s name we pray, Amen.

